
RailSeat Ultra  

   
 

 

Compliant with the Green Guide and the stricter SG01 requirements for safe standing in all-seater stadia in 

England and Wales, the RailSeat Ultra has been designed specifically to meet the current and future needs of 

clubs in the Premier League and EFL. It ensures safety for fans and no loss of capacity for clubs. 
 

 

Ultra-slim profile for more clearway space 

When safe standing comes in, space will be key. A lack of it, SGSA guidance says, could mean a loss of “at least 

5 seats” per row. The RailSeat Ultra gives you more clearway space than any other guidance-compliant seat. 

Ultra-strong construction for longer service life 

When fans stand, plastic seats can suffer. Made completely of steel, the RailSeat Ultra is tougher. That means 

far fewer breakages and practically zero ongoing costs. 

Ultra-safe design for better protection from injury 

When fans stand on wobbly plastic seats, legs can get trapped down the back. Made of rigid steel and with no 

gap at the back, the RailSeat Ultra is simply safer. 

Ultra-keen price for greater affordability 

While retaining the original RailSeat’s all-steel DNA, the RailSeat Ultra is free of costly legacy components, 

making it more affordable for the new safe standing era. 

 

  

DIMENSIONS (mm) 
Centre to Centre: 460-500 
Rail Height:  800-900 
Closed Depth:  50 
Opened Depth: 350 
Seat Height:  450 

• Ultra-slim profile for more clearway space 

• Ultra-strong construction for longer service life 

• Ultra-safe design for better protection from injury 

• Ultra-keen price for greater affordability 

 

 

Options: 

• Variable widths 

• RAL-matched club colours 

 

 

• Floor or riser mounted 

• Infill back panel 

More vital clearway space 
than any other seat 



RailSeat Ultra 
Example layout A: On a 700mm row. No protruding parts. Maximum clearway space. No loss of capacity. 

 

Example layout B: On a 750mm row under future regulations. Two steps. Increased capacity possible. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

• All steel work galvanised as standard for long-term anti-corrosion protection 

• Seat and backrest optionally powder-coated in your choice of RAL colour 

• Spectator can raise/lower seat as desired; seat remains upright when raised 

• Compliant with SGSA ‘no lock’ rule; lockable in future as and when required 

• Made in Europe – Patent pending 

 

                                              

* Some exclusive features are not shown. For full details contact us today. Ferco Seating Systems - info@fercoseating.co.uk - 01743 761244 
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RailSeat Ultra  
DATASHEET APPENDIX 

 

While the RailSeat Ultra shares much of the original RailSeat’s DNA, it has some unique new features for which 

a patent is pending. We would, therefore, be grateful if you would treat this document as strictly confidential. 

 
 

Locking the seat 

Most rail seats can be locked upright to prevent fans from standing on them. At stadia subject to the all-seater 
policy in England and Wales, however, locks are not currently allowed. Nevertheless, the Green Guide already 
foresees situations where rail seats will have to be locked and in standing areas in years to come it may also 
become mandatory to make the seats inaccessible. 

The RailSeat Ultra is compliant with the current rules and ready for the future: it has no lock but can be locked.  

This is achieved by two small holes: one in the seat and one in the back. When the seat is tipped up, they align. 
This enables the seat to be securely held upright. 

This can be done, for instance, using two-part nylon ratchets, as shown below. Snapped together, they hold 
the seat solidly in place. Ahead of an event for which the seats are needed, ground staff can quickly remove 
the ratchets using cutters. Other options as fasteners include the humble cable tie at less than a penny a piece. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              

Ferco Seating Systems - info@fercoseating.co.uk - 01743 761244 

 

 

 

Inconspicuous aligning holes in seat and back enable 
the RailSeat Ultra to be locked upright. A two-part 
nylon ratchet can, for instance, be used to securely 
hold the seat neatly in place. 
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Putting the seat on the latch 

All-steel rail seats have many advantages, not least their durability and minimal closed depth. What they are 
not good at, however, is staying upright when unlocked. They invariably fall forward and, when not in use, can 
cause an obstruction. The RailSeat Ultra is, we believe, the first such seat that will stay up by itself. 

This is achieved by a latch. When the spectator leaves their seat and tips it back, the latch engages and holds 
the seat up. When the spectator wants to sit back down, they intuitively lift the bar, and the seat falls forward.  

   

 
 

Replacing the seat cassette 

While its all-steel design makes the RailSeat Ultra extremely strong, should a seat ever need to be replaced, 
the unique modular ‘cassette’ makes this a simple task. The seat and back form a single, detachable module 
that is hooked between the stanchions. Removal is simply a matter of undoing the bolts and slipping the 
module out. Replacement is just as easy in reverse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Seat illustrated above is an early prototype with latch bar still exposed) 
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Raise bar to lower seat 
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